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THE RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA 
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 
MARINE RESOURCES REGION 
REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL 1974 
The commercial salmon season opened on April 15th with most prices ranging 
from $1.05 per pound for large kings to 67¢ per pound for small fish. 
The Bodega Bay area was paying $1.10 per pound for large king salmon which 
was the highest price in history. Weather limited most fishing activity. 
The crab season closed in th~ San Francisco area on April 30th. The pre-
liminary total catch for the season is 392,000 pounds. Although the 
catch was better this past season than the previous two seasons, it was 
still one of the worst on record. The fishermen enjoyed a profitable 
season however, due to the highest price ever paid for market crab. 
Eight thousand juvenile striped bass were planted in upper Newport Bay, 
6,000 bass in Anaheim Bay, Naval Weapons Station, Seal Beach, and 200 
smolting silver salmon in Ventura County locations. Survival appeared 
high, except for 120 silvers placed directly into sea water from the plant-
ing cans. Higher mortalities were expected in this instance. 
Surveys of the new kelp bed at Abalone Cove revealed several hundred 
juvenile Macrocystis plants ranging from 2 to 8 cm in height. Recruit-
ment was restricted primarily to rocky substrate in water less than 20 feet 
in depth in the immediate vicinity of adult plants. A few juvenile plants 
were seen near kelp transplants in 21 to 30 feet of water. 
Boat registrations are up 33 percent above last year at this date; com-
mercial fish licenses are up almost 40 percent. 
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1. WILDLIFE PROTECTION 
A. Canneries: Anchovy fishing was excellent the first few days of the 
month. During the full moon period, April 4 through 9, a storm hit 
keeping all boats in port until the 11th when the fleet landed 
approximately 1800 tons of anchovies that took two days to unload. 
On the 15th, 1300 tons were landed and again swamped the reduction 
plants. The last week of the month, the processors canceled all 
orders for fish. This is due, at least in part, to the drop in 
meal price. 
A few of the local seiners have been looking for mackerel at San 
Clemente Island during the last week of the month; meeting with very 
little success. Average landings have been less than 20 tons each 
for five to six boats. 
Very little tuna being landed as most of the boats are at sea fish-
ing their last unrestricted trip for yellowfin. Import tuna has 
kept the canneries busy during most of the month. 
B. Market Fish: Barracuda began to show in southern California markets 
around April 10th. Prices to fishermen ranged between 60¢ to 65¢ 
per pound. Local fishermen are trying to negotiate better prices, 
as demand for barracuda exceeds supply. The increasing perennial 
problem of undersize barracuda and take by illegal methods has 
oriented patrol efforts toward stiffer enforcement and control. 
SqUid are still being landed in southern California, though unoffi-
cial reports indicate the markets do not want any more. Bluefin 
tuna, reportedly being caught near the Mexican border, began to 
show. The new regulations on sardines (re: reports to the Depart-
ment regarding importation) caused some confusion and dissent by 
local market owners. Some are largest importers of sardines for bait 
in California. Rockfish landings dropped considerably; most rockfish 
fishermen have quit for the season. 
The commercial salmon season opened on April 15th with most prices 
ranging from $1.05 per pound for large kings to 67¢ per pound for 
small fish. The Bodega Bay area was paying $1.10 per pound for large 
king salmon which was the highest price in history. Weather limited 
most fishing activity. Salmon imported from the northern part of the 
state began to arrive in southern California markets on April 17th. 
Many of the large wholesale markets were ill-informed that this 
would be a bad season, so they kep large supplies in storage. Many 
paid l~ to 2 times the current price for salmon. As a result, 
salmon prices to the consumer may finally decrease. 
Catfish tagging regulations were discussed with some of the larger 
catfish importers. Current regulations are causing some regulatory 
problems. 
c. Sportfish: Salmon fishing is poor to good in northern and central 
coastal areas when weather permits boats to leave port. Some very 
hot spots exist off Avila Beach and San Francisco Bay. 
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Rockcod fishing continues the mainstay of most" southern sportlandings. 
Most landings are tuning up for the summer season as halibut and 
barracuda began to show up more often and bass fishing improved as 
water temperatures increased. Some yellowtail have been sighted but 
few have been caught. 
Do Weather: Gale and small craft warnings were up in northern California, 
south to the Bay area, with generally seasonal weather along the 
remainder of the coast. Some fog and wind curtailed activities in 
southern waters during the month. 
Eo Law Enforcement: New razor clam regulations were in effect on northern 
beaches and caused some additional patrol problemso The opening of 
salmon season required additional patrol due to problems of undersize 
fish, outrigger/gurdy regulations, and the sale of sport-caught fish. 
Complaints of violations in the Channel Islands continue to exist as do 
reports of illegal gill net activity in Orange and Los Angeles Counties. 
Short halibut and barracuda showed up; causing additional patrol problems. 
Increased patrol by the PIB BROADBILL and the Long Beach skiff have 
curtailed these undersize halibut and barracuda activities to some extent. 
A new patrol skiff in ,San Diego has been instrumental in checking more 
dive boats. 
Several wardens assisted other regions on trout regulation enforcement 
and the Sierra trout season opening. 
F. Pollution: During the reporting period, wardens from Point Arena to 
Los Angeles investigated eleven spills from merchant vessels; approx-
imately 300 barrels of pollutants were involved, of which 95% were. 
removed from the water. Three industrial sources in Los Angeles 
County spilled approximately 530 barrels of pollutants; however, only 
a few gallons reached waters of the state o The Southern California 
Edison Company lost 3000 barrels of crude oil in a pipeline break near 
the Long Beach Airport o Most was contained before it entered the storm 
drains o This was the second break in the same line in two months. 
Naval and unknown sources accounted for four spills of approximately 
one barrel. 
Formal complaints were filed in Morro Bay and Los Angeles for two 5650 
violations and one 151, Harbors and Navigation violation. Mr~o Ariel 
Hilton, Deputy Attorney General, Los Angeles, who was an enthusiastic 
and very successful prosecutor of Fish and Game pollution cases, retired 
April 30, 1974. 
G. Miscellaneous: A m1n1mum of 30 meetings were attended by law enforcement 
personnel during the month. 
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2. BOTTOMFISH 
A. Fishery 
Flatfish: Trawling effort declined in April as inclement offshore 
weather prevailed during most of the month. When trawlers could fish 
offshore deeps, good catches of Dover sole were made off Eureka and 
San Francisco. 
Inshore trawling produced fair catches of English sole from the San 
Francisco area. Petrale sole and sanddab catches were light at all 
ports. 
Roundfish: Sablefish and thornyhead rockfish were trawled in quantity 
in conjunction with Dover sole from northern California deeps. Rock-
fish landings by trawlers were generally light in all areas throughout 
the month. 
In the Monterey area, rockfish and lingcod gillnet vessels had all 
switched to salmon or squid fishing. There were five vessels engaged 
in the sab1efish trap fishery. Most traps were fished south of 
Monterey to avoid loss to salmon trolling gear. 
B. Research 
Flatfish: Dover, English, and petrale age, size, and sex composition 
samples were obtained at major ports. Recent samples of Dover and 
petrale otoliths and English sole interopercles were aged at Menlo Park 
and Eureka. 
Logs and tickets for the March trawl fishery were edited, coded, and 
transmitted to Biostatistics. 
Roundfish: Jow participated in a PMFC-International Groundfish Tech-
nical Sub-Committee meeting (Seattle, April 16-17) to discuss ground-
fish research needs and priorities. The International Groundfish Com-
mittee is seeking funds for needed priority research and has instructed 
the TSC to provide programs for their consideration. The TSC is pro-
posing two programs; a program of U.S.-Canada concern and another con-
cerning the u.S. only. The former program is for addition of a 
scientist to each state to work on Pacific cod, lingcod, and rockfish. 
The u.s. program is to survey resources on the continental shelf. 
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3. SHELLFISH 
A. Fishery 
Crab: The season closed in the San Francisco area on April 30. The 
preliminary total catch for the season is 392,000 pounds. Although the 
catch was better this past season than the previous two seasons, it was 
still one of the worst on record. The fishermen enjoyed a profitable 
season however, due to the highest price ever paid for market crab. 
Landings for northern California ports from Fort Bragg to Crescent City 
were 210,000 pounds through mid-April. The few fishermen still operat-
ing are averaging one to two pounds per trap on three and four day 
soaks. 
Shrimp: Ocean shrimp season opened April 16 statewide. Area A season 
opened with a price to the fishermen of 25¢ per pound. Rough weather 
curtailed activity for much of the first week. Fourteen vessels 
started the season, but several dropped out temporarily after failing 
to find any good concentrations. Landings for the week ending April 20 
were 53,944 pounds; average catch per hour was 308 pounds. Catches in 
Area B-1 (Fort Bragg) and Area B-2 (Bodega) were meager and the shrimp 
were small. The fishermen quit fishing in these areas on April 18. 
The shrimp were too small to process. Total landings in Area B-2 were 
5,557 pounds with an average catch per hour of 363 pounds. No effort 
was reported in Area C (Morro Bay). 
Spot prawn landings by trawlers at Santa Barbara total 61,621 pounds 
from December 6 through April 7. The average catch per hour for this 
poundage is 96 pounds. Most of the vessels have quit fishing because 
of poor catches. 
Oysters: Oyster companies at Drakes Estero and Morro Bay are harvesting 
oysters at good rates. However, the oyster companies in Tomales Bay 
remain shut down by State Public Health due to coliform bacteria pollu-
tion. Three companies have been closed down since the latter part of 
November 1973. 
B. Research 
Crab: Ring netting for crabs at Red Rock Marina, Crockett, Paradise 
Park and Muni ~ier during April produced abundance index, sex, size and 
growth data. Temperatures and salinities were also taken at these same 
locations. The largest catches were made at Red Rock Marina and 
Paradise Park in San Pablo Bay. 
Plankton tows for market crab larvae were made in San Francisco and San 
Pablo Bays. The tows were made from piers, commercial bay shrimp boats 
and the patrol1boat TUNA. None of the samples were found to contain 
market crab larvae. 
Two bay trawls in Humboldt Bay caught only five market crabs, indicating 
that the crabs have moved out of the bay. This is normal for this time 
of year. 
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Shrimp: Ocean shrimp samples from Area B-2 yielded the following data: 
Year class composition was I - 78.2%, II - 20.3%, III - 1.5%. 
Average count per pound was 190 (range 112-261).  
Percentage of ovigerous females was 26.1. 
Percent one-year-old sex changeover was 24.5. 
Bay shrimp from San Pablo Bay commercial vessels were sexed, measured 
and weighed. 
Area A market samples taken during the first week of fishing averaged 
121 heads-on count per pound. Age composition was as follows: 
I - 22%; II - 71%; III - 7%. Approximately 26% of the females were 
gravid. 
Five shrimp nets were measured at Crescent City and five at Bodega 
Bay during the opening week to obtain data for the mesh size study 
being conducted by ORB personnel. 
Oysters: Oysters from Marine Culture Laboratory seed produced in March 
and September 1972 were counted and measured at Drakes Estero. Mortal-
ities have been negligible since last October and the oysters are 
growing well. Observations of the F-2 seed stock produced in October 
1973 indicate heavy fouling by colonial bryozoans which have affected 
survival of the oyster seed. However, there are sufficient survivors 
which are expected to produce adequate F-2 spawning stock. 
4. ABALONE 
Seven days were spent at the Santa Barbara Channel Islands aboard the 
KELP BASS and MOLLUSK attempting to survey the red abalone beds of San 
Miguel Islands. Heavy winds and ground swell prevailed during most of 
the cruise although 11 diving stations were made on the leeward side 
of San Miguel. 
Burge assisted the Diablo Canyon project in locating permanent inter-
tidal transects and quadrats that were established during 1969 and 
monitored in 1970 and 1971. 
Schultz returned to Fort Bragg to retrieve tagged red abalones at Van 
Damme State Park, with assistance from Al Giorgi, Humboldt State 
College Sea Grant Program. One hundred seventy five tagged abalone were 
remeasured and 75 additional abalone were tagged. An additional 30 
empty tagged shells were retrieved. Silt and sawdust debris, covering 
many rocks and crevices in the tagging area, was considered responsible 
for these mortalities. 
Port sampling of commercial size red, pink, green, and black abalones 
was continued in Santa Barbara. 
One day was spent on a preliminary survey of Pismo clam beds along 
the south Morro Bay sand spit. The Army Corps of Engineers has re-
quested permission to discharge dredging spoils from Morro Bay in the 
surf zone along this spit. 
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5. LOBSTER 
Two nights of trapping at our Santa Catalina Island study site pro-
duced 358 lobster of which 26.2% were marked recaptures. None of 
the recaptured lobster had moulted since being marked. Female lob-
sters comprised 65.4% of the total catch and 3.8% of these were 
ovigerous. 
Gear trials are still being conducted to determine optimum escape 
port design for commercial lobster traps. 
Commercial lobster logbooks for March have been keypunched and are 
now being run on accounting machines. This winds up the 1973-74 
season. 
We are currently exam1n1ng the dive charter boat lobster catch for 
1958-1971. The data are provided by Bud Young from partyboat records. 
Catch plotted against effort displays the common experience for new 
fishing methods; effort and catch steeply increase, then effort 
outruns catch and the curve flattens. The curve shows the growth of 
skin diving, as a recreation, from 1958 to 1971. Lobster fishing by 
sportsmen has never produced a high catch per unit effort, but it is 
now poorer than ever. 
6. MARICULTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (Bartlett Project 4 20 R) 
Market crab larvae rearing experiments for 1973 were completed. Sub-
stantial numbers of larvae were cultured to stage V zoeae, but only one 
zoeae survived to the megalopa. Mechanical problems with continuous 
flow cultures resulted in some mortalities, but overall the larvae 
became progressively weaker at each developmental stage. 
Results of experiments comparing survival of larvae from Bodega Bay 
with those from Crescent City were inconclusive. Larvae from a Bodega 
Bay specimen exhibited a 50% survival through 46 days (late stage IV); 
larvae from a Crescent City specimen had a 50% survival through 45 days 
(were mid-stage V zoeae); and larvae from a second Crescent City speci-
men exhibited 50% survival through 18 days (late stage II zoeae). One 
larvae (Crescent City area) achieved the mega10pa stage in 64 days but 
died two days later. 
Spot prawn larvae continued to hatch during the month. Fecundity infor-
mation was gathered and experiments were initiated to further optimize 
density and temperature parameters. 
Experiments were also started to compare survival of spot prawn larvae 
fed various particulate foods. The usual larvae food, Artemia salina 
naupZii~ serve as the control. 
Considerable effort was expended on the spot prawn manuscript. 
Pacific oysters from Humboldt Bay (F-1 progeny, hopefully possessing 
superior survival characteristics) were returned to the laboratory from 
Elkhorn Slough where they had been conditioning. These oysters will be 
spawned in early May and their progeny will be distributed into Humboldt 
Bay. 
Preparations 'were under way for our third annual Open House to be held 
Saturday, May 4, from 10:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. 
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7. SPECIAL STUDIES PROGRAM 
A. Sea Otter Studies 
Project input was finalized this month with preparation of the Sea Otter 
Research and Management proposal for presentation by the Department to 
the U.S. Department of the Interior. 
Work on a report summarizing sea otter necropsies is under way. 
B. Market Crab Studies 
On April 4, Wild met with Hansen, Morgan and Espinosa, Water Pollution 
Control Laboratory, and Tim Curtis, Pesticide Laboratory, to plan contin-
uing efforts on determining toxicant levels in various life stages of 
market crabs. Testing of market crab megalops from both San Francisco 
and Eureka areas is planned as soon as sufficient numbers of this larval 
stage can be collected by MRR, Management Units Nos. land 3. 
On April 17, Wild assisted Shellfish Project on the patrol boat TUNA in 
a search for megalops with plankton nets in San Francisco Bay. Crab 
megalops were not found, probably because it is too early in the season 
for extensive metamorphosis of zoea to megalops. 
c. MISCELLANEOUS 
Ames on Lobster/Abalone cruise, April 5-10. Wild attended the Manage-
ment Development School in Broderick, April 22-26. 
--
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8. PELAGIC FISH 
A. Fis11ery 
La.!'~di n.~_ iIi. t.ons April January 1 - April 30 
10 yr. mean 
Species 1974* 1973 1974* 1973 1962- 1972 
Anc110vy 7,303 22,564 30,180 23,117 13,430 
Mackerel, jack 84 359 1,446 920 7,353 
Mackerel, Pacific 1 637 
Sardlnes 12 23 238 
Squid .250 655 3,850 3,224 3,088 
TOTAL 7,637 23,590 35,476 27,285 24,746 
*Estimated. Accumulated landings are revised monthly. 
B. Fishery Research Monitoring 
Anchovy: Southern California fishermen had continued fishing success 
for most of the month. Landings at Terminal Island totalled 7,160 
tons, the majority of fish was caught between Santa Catalina Island 
and Point Fermin and 12 miles or more.from the mainland. A drop in 
price from $45 to $41 per ton discouraged fishing effort during the 
latter part of the month. 
Six Monterey Bay boats landed 143 tons at Moss Landing. 
Increasing numbers of mature and near mature fish in the samples 
indicate the onset of spawning. 
Jack Mackerel: A total of 84 tons was caught near San Clemente 
Island. Size composition was dominate'd by 200 mm fish. 
Squid: Squid landings from southern California· decreased con-
. siderably while the Monterey fishery began with an appreciable 
catch for the month. Monterey prices were $160 for the market 
and $55 for the cannery. 
Live Bait: Live bait fishermen generally found good fishing 
during the month of April as the availability of anchovies re-
mained high in most areas. Oceanside and Oxnard, plagued by in-
consistent fishing, were the only habitual problem areas and fisher-
men from these ports were forced to expend considerable effort to 
meet their comrndtments. 
Live bait haulers in Morro Bay have begun fishing operations for 
the first time since last fall as sport fishing activity in general 
has incre·ased along the entire coast. 
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c. Biological Studies 
Mackerel Tagging Program: No tagging operations were conducted 
this month. Blood samples for genetic studies were taken from 
specimens of jack mackerel captured near Sixty Mile Bank on 
Cruise 74-A-3. Three weeks time was devoted to editing MRR 
manuscripts and reports. 
Herring: April was spent analyzing population data collected from 
December 1973 through March 1974 at Tomales Bay and San Francisco 
B~. 
Squid: Samples from market and cannery landings were gathered and 
data from these are being analyzed for age and population studies. 
D. Fisheries Resources Sea Survey (M63Rl1) 
For the first half of the month, modifications were made to the 
Wang computer program which estimates the anchovy population 
from sonar surveys. During the remainder of the month all 
personnel participated in an acoustical survey of the anchovy 
population in northern Baja and southern California waters. 
Sea Survey Data Analysis: Sardine catch curves by seasons and 
year classes were estimated. Virtual population estimates were 
calculated for the 1954-61 seasons. A manuscript describing 
sardine catch per unit of effort for 1954-61 was started. 
Considerable amount of time was spent in helping Fishery Research 
Monitoring with anchovy age composition for the 1973-74 season. 
Work continued on a jack mackerel manuscript describing the 
fishery and age composition for the 1962-63 through 1966-67 
seasons. 
Jack mackerel length age data were fitted to the Von Berta1anffy 
growth equation using a least squares fit. Unfortunately using 
present data the estimation did not converge. The point of in-
flection was impossible to determine. 
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9. BIG GAME FISH 
A. Albacore - Research 
Population Dynamics: Work was begun on modification of the program 
EDIT to adapt it to the format of the 1973 logbooks. The capability 
of additional error correction was also written into the program. 
The process of transferring data from California albacore logs to key-
punch cards was begun. Washington and Oregon logs were sent to 
NMFS in La Jolla for keypunching. Summary length-frequency data 
collected in California was also provided to NMFS. 
Several logs on last season's fishery were collected from fishermen 
that were missed during the summer. 
Keypunch carda containing vessel information were matched to our 
programs and to original information sheets. 
Fisheries 
Sport and Commercial: No action. Around the 25th of May, five 
boats will be leaving for a forty day per season albacore cruise 
which will extend above and outside of Erben Bank. Three additional 
vessels have been chartered to scout from mid-July to mid-October 
for concentrations of fish away from the main fleet. 
B. Bluefin Tuna 
Life History: Age and growth--Work continued on analysis of the 
1963-1973 bluefin tuna catch and age composition data. Reading of 
the 1971-1973 scale samples continued. 
Fisheries 
Sport and Commercial: No bluefin were reported landed during April. 
c. Pacific Bonito - Research 
Life History: Migration--In April, two bonito tags were returned, 
one of which had been out for a year and a half, and had moved over 
400 miles. 
Resource Management: Partyboat sampling--In April, 7 bonito were 
measured which ranged in size from 52 to 58 cm. Preliminary results 
indicate that only fish from Age Group I were represented by this 
sample. Fishing effort was 50% greater in March than in February, 
while the catch was 107% greater in March than in February. The 
abundance index (0.04) for March indicates that anglers found bonito 
slightly more abundant than during February when the index was 0.03. 
Market Sampling--One length-frequency sample was taken from the 
fresh fish markets in San Pedro. The 31 fish ranged from 47 to 54 
cm and were all in Age Group I. 
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Fisheries 
Sport: Fishing was poor this month except for scattered catches at 
the mouth of the San Gabriel River and in King Harbor. 
Commercial: Approximately 30 tons of bonito were caught in Cali-
fornia waters and were landed in San Pedro. There were no reported 
landings of bonito caught in Mexico. 
D. Billfishes - Research 
Education and Public Relations: A newsletter containing a historical 
review of the Pacific Coast swordfish fishery was prepared and mailed 
to California swordfish fishermen. 
E. Barracuda 
Life History: Migration--A total of 65 barracuda was captured, 
tagged, and released near San Diego during April, and three were 
recovered. One of these moved north, one moved south, and one showed 
no movement. 
Resource Management: Partyboat sampling--No samples of barracuda 
were obtained aboard partyboats during April. 
A total of 75 barracuda was measured aboard Department research 
vessels during April. These fish ranged from 44 to 58 cm in length 
and from II to III years in age. 
Figures for April are incomplete; however, the fishing effort in 
March was 61% greater than during February, and anglers caught 1.705% 
more barracuda. 
Market Sampling--Barracuda landed at the fresh fish markets were 
sampled in April. The 60 fish measured ranged from 68 to 81 cm in 
length and from IV to VII+ years in age. Preliminary results indicate 
that market fishermen harvested 4+ age groups of barracuda. 
Commercial Samples N = 60 
Age group % age composition 
I 
II 
III 
o
o
o 
IV 26 
V 52 
VI 16 
VII 6 
100 
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Fisheries 
Sport: Scattered fair catches of barracuda were reported from San 
Diego, Newport and Santa Monica during April. Although the March 
partyboat catch of barracuda is up dramatically from February, the 
season total is down considerably from 1973. 
Commercial: Fishing for barracuda during April has produced 1055 
pounds reported to date compared with 45 pounds reported for March. 
F. White Seabass - Research 
Resource Management: Partyboat sampling--Figures for April are in-
complete; however, the fishing effort in March was 83% greater than 
in February. In addition the abundance index of 0.0181 indicates 
that anglers found white seabass more abundant in March than in 
February. 
Market sampling--No white seabass were sampled in the fresh fish 
markets in April. 
Fisheries 
Sport: Catches were not nearly as .good this month as compared to 
last month. 
Commercial: Very little action although a few fish, caught in 
Mexico, were landed. 
G. California Yellowtail - Research 
Resource Management: Partyboat sampling--Yellowtail caught by the 
partyboat anglers were sampled in April. The 3 fish measured 
ranged 62 to 71 em in length and II to III years in age. 
Figures for April are incomplete; however, the fishing effort in 
March was 35% greater than in February. In addition the abundance 
index of 0.049 indicates that partyboat anglers found yellowtail 
less abundant in March than in February. 
Market sampling--Yellowtail at the fresh fish markets were sampled 
in April. The 9 fish measured ranged 69 to 87 em in length and 
II to V years in age. 
Fisheries 
Sport: Some inconsistant action off La Jolla and the Coronados 
Islands this month. 
Commercial: A few fish were trucked in from Mexico. 
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10. SPORTFISH IMPROVEMENT PROJECT 
Eight thousand juvenile striped bass were planted in upper Newport 
Bay, 6,000 bass in Anaheim Bay, Naval Weapons Station, Seal Beach, 
and 200 smolting silver salmon in Ventura County locations. Sur-
vival appeared high, except for 120 silvers placed directly into sea-
water from the planting cans. Higher mortalities were expected 
in this instance. One group of 80 silvers placed in a live cage in 
Calleguas Creek, Point Mugu, suffered an initial handling mortality 
of 50% but no further losses over a 4-day test, despite temperatures 
ranging to 700 F and salinities from 3.5 to 30 parts/thousand. 
Project personnel spent 16 days this month sampling the sportfish 
catch in Orange County. Several days were spent in acquainting two 
new seasonal aids with sampling procedures and fish identification, 
in anticipation of an expanded sampling effort next month. 
A G.L.A.C.D. Spearfishing Meet at Leo Carrillo State Beach was 
monitored on April 28 by project members. 
11. SPORTFISH 
A. Partyboat 
The preliminary cumulative partyboat catch and effort through March 
1974 compares with 1973 as follows: 
Preliminary catch 
Through March 1974 1973 March 1974 only 
Rockfish 689,371 492,838 291,399 
Salmon 35,763 13,878 26,013 
Pacific mackerel 4,916 14,220 2,073 
Kelp - sand bass 2,909 23,536 1,276 
Barracuda 1,159 2,127 1,0·83 
Bonito 1,542 44,882 718 
Striped bass 1,492 344 612 
Yellowtail 1,854 3,958 440 
Halfmoon 1,248 11,273 180 
California halibut 510 515 166 
Sturgeon 236 226 39 
Total fish 780,159 644,797 34~t 710 
Total anglers 99,408 86,339 45,113 
B. State-Feder~l Project 
The planning phase is nearly completed and we are now moving into the 
specific problem area of stock assessments. Talks with CF&G and 
NMFS biologists continued in order to clarify the nature of available 
data, to gain further knowledge of the biology and fisheries for the 
target species, and to identify independent sources of abundance 
estimates. Methods of separating the effects of stock sizes versus 
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availability and behavior, and of identifying trends within this 
interaction are being researched. 
The southern California partyboat catch and effort file was edited 
and is now functional. 
C. Central California Marine Sportfish Survey 
Project activities centered on presurveying field study areas in Carmel 
Bay and at Cannery Row on Monterey Bay. 
Several diving days were spent installing a permanent anchorage in 
Stillwater Cove, Pebble Beach. Preliminary observations both by boat 
and using scuba have yielded several possible study sites. 
A study area over sand has been selected for our kelp transplant and 
growth study concerned with small Macrocystis plants. Thirty-four tire 
wheels, which will be used for kelp anchorages, were modified by fill-
ing them with concrete and arc welding hooks to them. A permanent 
anchorage has also been installed at Cannery Row. 
Plankton nets, gill netting, and diving gear was ordered. 
One day was spent photographing kelp beds from Diablo Canyon to north 
of Santa Cruz using Ektachrome infrared film. Isolated pictures were 
taken at Diablo Cove and the mouth of the Pajaro River. 
A competition spearfishing meet was attended by project personnel at 
Anchor Bay. 
12. ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 
A. Water Development 
u.s. Army Corps of Engineers: Review of 22 Public Notices (12 Los 
Angeles District, 10 San Francisco District) was completed. Sub-
stantial comments were generated for two projects: A dredging project 
for Naval facilities in San Diego Bay; and a dredging project to in-
stall a sewer pipeline in Mare Island Strait. 
Two Corps navigation projects were reviewed. Comments were provided 
on a working paper for a proposed Moss Landing Harbor Navigation 
Channel Extension. 
The Corps issued a Cease and Desist Order to a firm engaged in illegal 
dredging activity in Huntington Harbour. Staff had reported the 
illegal activity to the Corps last month. 
Illegal fill of tidelands within the Venice Canal System in the City 
of Los Angeles was reported to the Corps. A Cease and Desist Order 
is now being processed. 
Another illegal fill of tidelands was reported to the Corps when part 
of a clam bed in Cerritos Channel, Long Beach, was found buried. 
Illegal fill activity has ceased, and remedial measures are now under 
consideration. 
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Local Project Review: Dredge spoil sampling sites were chosen for 
a City of Newport Beach dredging program, lower Newport Bay. 
Information was provided to the City of Long Beach regarding effect 
of proposed dredging operations on the clam population of Colorado 
Lagoon. 
Special Projects: Navy blasting to effect demolition of the old 
PCH bridge over Anaheim Bay was monitored to detect possible 
effects on newly planted striped bass. Although about 1500 other 
fish were killed, no striper mortality was noted. 
B• Land Development 
Subdivisions: Three subdivision projects were reViewed, and com-
ments on one was forwarded to Region 5. 
Coastal Zone Commission Activities: Comments were prOVided to the 
South Central Regional Commission regarding their Marine Resources 
Policies. 
Comments and substantial discussion with State Commission staff 
resulted in a stipulation that the City of Long Beach proposal 
to dredge and bulkhead a clam bed area in Cerritos Channel become 
contingent upon completion of mitigation measures acceptable to 
DF&G. Unfortunately, illegal fill activity by a private firm has 
already buried a portion of the clam bed. 
Public Land Management: Technical comments were provided for an 
EIR regarding additional offshore oil drilling from Platform Holly, 
near Santa Barbara. 
Comments were generated regarding the Navy's San Clemente Island 
Natural Resourc~s Management Plan. 
An EIR for dredging in Humboldt Bay was reviewed with no comment. 
c. Water Quality 
State and Regional Water Quality Control Board Activities: Tenta-
tive requirements for 32 waste discharges were reviewed. Modifica-
tions were requested for 15. As the Regional Boards prepare to 
meet their deadline of December for issuing all necessary permits, 
the number submitted to DF&G for review should remain high until 
1975. 
Comments regarding the Irvine Coast and Newport Beach Marine Life 
Refuges as candidates for designation as Areas of Special Biologi-
cal Significance were provided to the SWRCB. Both refuges were 
subsequently so designated. 
A report on alternative outfall align~ents for the City of Santa 
Barbara waste treatment plant was reviewed and comments forwarded 
to the Regional Board. 
Fish catch statistics for Block 720 were provided to the SWRCB. 
Other activities included notification of an apparent illegal 
discharge in Venice Canal, input regarding formulation of a 
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monitoring program for the Orange County outfall, and the sub-
mission of a proposed monitoring program for the Encina Power 
Plant to the appropriate Regional Boards. 
Pollution Investigations: A fish kill apparently caused by de-
pression of D.O. due to an oil field brine discharge occurred in 
the Seal Beach National Wildlife Refuge, Anaheim Bay. Both the 
discharger and the RWQCB were notified. The discharger intends 
to reinject the brine, thereby eliminating the discharge in the 
near future. 
An EPA list of 1973 fish kills was found to be complete according 
to our records. 
Marine Bioassay Laboratory: Landscaping plans received approval 
by the Central Coastal Commission when DF&G submitted a written 
commitment to replace Cypress trees that do not survive. 
Technical assistance was requested of the Water Pollution Lab in 
Nimbus in establishing and installing plumbing system components 
and initial apparatus and study design. 
Special Projects: EIRs for wastewater grant projects were re-
viewed for SERRA, AWMA, Orange County, and Oxnard. Additional 
information was requested for the A\~ project in Orange County 
and the Oxnard proposal in Ventura County. 
13. INSHORE FISHERIES HABITAT EVALUATION AND MONITORING 
Most of the month was spent assisting the Abalone and Lobster 
Research Projects. Survey dives were m~de near the proposed dis-
charge pipes for the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station to 
determine amounts of potential habitat available for expansion 
of the existing kelp bed in the area. 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL STUDIES OF COASTAL SPORT FISHES 
Project personnel spent three days at Ventura, but because of poor 
weather only one dive could be made on the tire reef there. 
Duffy spent one day at Santa Cruz helping in the construction of 
a tire reef located around the pier. Life history studies on 
both sheephead and barred sand bass continued with a total of four 
days being spent in the field collecting specimens. 
Duffy met with Ken Hashagen, D-J Coordinator, to work out the 
budget for the 1975-76 fiscal year. Work continued on the CONES 
study with the compilation of an annotated bibliography. 
14. SPORTFISH-KELP HABITAT 
Surveys of the new kelp bed at Abalone Cove revealed several hun-
dred juvenile Macrocystis plants ranging from 2 to 8 cm in height. 
Recruitment was restricted primarily to rocky substrate in water 
less than 20 feet in depth in the immediate vicinity of adult 
plants. A few juvenile plants were seen near kelp transplants 
in 21 to 30 feet of water. 
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Transplants placed in water deeper than 23 feet have not dis-
played good growth and most individuals have sustained consider-
able damage from grazing fish since they were translocated in 
February 1974. Diminished growth is very likely due to reduced 
light penetration resulting from the chronic presence of organic 
detritis from White Point outfall. 
One shot of chain, with kelp attached, was relocated to shallower 
waters by divers with the help of the project HALFMOON. The 
chain was moved from rocky substrate in 21 to 25 feet of water to 
a shallow reef area 10 to 15 feet in depth. Competing growths 
of Sargassum found along 40 feet of ~hain were cut and about 20 
to 30 sea urchins were cleared from rocky substrate immediately 
adjacent to portions of the chain. Kelp on this relocated anchor 
chain should show good growth potential because of increased 
availability of light. 
Four shots of heavy anchor chain loaded upon the R/V KELP BASS 
during the March cruise were cut into 18 foot lengths to facili-
tate handling operations. The chains, dumped into Christmas 
Tree Cove on April 5, will be used to anchor transplants during 
the next phase of our kelp restoration operation. Inclement 
weather and sea conditions have precluded any further operations 
in Christmas Tree Cove. 
Three days were spent preparing the 1975-76 fiscal year budget and 
determining work objectives for the next phase of our kelp restora-
tion studies. 
Two days were spent maintaining project equipment. 
Haaker assisted Bob Hardy in a survey of kelp habitat near the 
San Onofre Nuclear Power Plant. 
15. DIABLO CANYON ECOLOGICAL SURVEY (P.G.&E. Contract 81902) 
Two trips to the Diablo Canyon site were made during the month. The 
first trip was concerned with obtaining catch-per-unit-of-effort data 
from commercial sea urchin fishermen and working on the project boat; 
six urchin fishermen were interviewed. The second trip is still in 
progress and is concerned with locating the permanent intertidal sta-
tions and attempting to complete surveys of the permanent subtidal 
transects. 
Laurent and Gotshall spent two days at San Nicholas Island assisting 
in filming the new Department tidepool movie. 
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16. MARINE FISHERIES STATISTICS 
A. Source Documents 
The following source documents were edited: March cannery 
receipts, March marine sport catch logs, November trawler reports. 
We are currently editing November market receipts and the April 
sport catch logs. The 1973 annual sport catch letter, March 
marine sport catch letter, and the March striped bass list were 
prepared and mailed. 
B. Machine Data Processing 
The following reports were completed: Annual M.S.C. reports, 
annual M.S.C. boat listings, processor reports, cannery reports, 
trawler and jack mackerel reports, and anchovy redtiction report. 
The following special reports and card decks were completed: 
Hunter Survey, warden activity, lobster log report, length 
frequency deck and cabal program punched for Operations Research, 
Menlo Park, 1972 fisherman's questionnaire and M.S.C. reports 
on Pacific mackerel, salmon and striped bass. 
c. Licenses and Registrations 
The master list changes were sent to Sacramento and the master 
lists were mailed to the field offices. Boat registrations and 
commercial licenses are being processed for the 1974-75 season. 
Boat registrations are up 33 percent above last year at this 
date; commercial fish licenses are up almost 40 percent. 
May 1, 1973 May 1, 1974 Increase 
Boat Registrations 2,545 3,387 842 
Commercial Licenses 4,199 5,871 1,672 
D. Information 
The October statistics reports, 1973 marine sport catch reports I, 
III, III-A, IV, VI and VII, kelp bass, striped bass I and II, 
blue rockfish I-A, II-A, III-A, salmon catch, the annual 1973 
marine sport catch boat listings, and February lobster log book 
reports I and II were decoded and distributed. The 1974 cannery 
tuna letter, October cumulative letter, and the 1972 I-A and I-AA 
report (catch by species by origin) were prepared, assembled 
and distributed. 
Estimated values for cumulative report figures were prepared for 
Dennis Grotting, Eureka. Total number sport fish, origin 720 1971-72 
and total commercial poundage 1971-72 origin block 720 were 
prepared for J. Carlisle. 
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E. Fishery Surveillance 
In April the field representative rendered assistance as a diver 
on the abalone cruise to San Miguel Island, to Bud Young in 
planting a live cage for fish in Mugu Lagoon, and in trapping 
lobster at Catalina Island. The majority of the 30 dealers 
contacted this month were to clear up missing market receipts. 
F. NMFS Commercial Fisheries Survey 
This month saw the final preparation of the Commercial Catch by 
Distance From Shore Report nearing completion. After routine 
editing, the report will be submitted to NMFS, Terminal Island. 
Estimates of full-time fishermen and the preparation of question-
naire reporting results are in progress. 
17. VESSELS 
ALASKA: From the 15th through the 30th the vessel conducted an 
anchovy study off Baja and southern California. 
The balance of the month the crew was on CTO. 
N. B. SCOFIELD: The vessel conducted a five day big game tagging-
cruise off southern California. 
The balance of the month the ship was in for maintenance. 
KELP BASS: The vessel conducted one seven (7) day abalone cruise 
off Channel Islands; one three (3) day lobster cruise off Catalina 
Island; and one two -(2) day kelp transplant cruise, Catalina to 
Palos Verdes Peninsula. 
18. MISCELLANEOUS 
April 1 -Wild and Ames met with Morejohn and Lewis (Moss 
Landing Marine Laboratories) regarding Sea Otter 
Necropsy Report. 
April 2 -Houk presented a talk on the ocean environment to 
personnel at the Navy facility at Point Sur. 
April 2 -Dahlstrom attended State/Federal Crab Management 
Policy Committee meeting at Portland, Oregon. 
April 3 -Jow judged projects of 6th to 8th graders in the 
Biological Science division of the 14th Annual 
Santa Clara Valley Science and Engineering Fair. 
April 3 -Wilson spoke on sea otters at a meeting of the 
Santa Monica Bluefins. 
April 8 -Hardwick met with Andreas Holmsen~ an economist 
from the University of Rhode Island on the economics 
·of the California squid fishery. 
April 8 
April 9 
April 9 
April 10 
April 11 
April 11 
April 11 
April 12 
April 12 
April 15 
April 15 
April 16 
April 16-17 
April 17 
April 17 
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-John Duffy presented a talk on artificial reefs 
to the Lockheed Sea Stars Dive Club. 
-Kaneen, Greenhood, and Frey met with Rodger Barn-
hart at Humboldt State University to discuss 
anchovy and herring studies to be conducted in 
Humboldt Bay by a Sea Grant Project. 
-Miller, McCleneghan and Houk discussed coordinating 
reef ecology studies with Scott Kimura and Robert 
Hirth, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories. 
-Collier, Dahlstrom and Warner attended State/Federal 
Crab Management Advisors meeting at Eureka. 
-Collins met with Headquarters staff concerning 
the California Fish and Game Quarterly. 
-Anles met with Jim Johnson, Andy Bakun, and Doug 
McClain (all NMFS) regarding historical ocean 
wave heights. 
-Miller attended Cen-Cal board meeting. Presented 
project information on 1972 skindiving survey and 
efforts of sea otter foraging on sport abalone 
resources. 
-Ames met with Richard Ecker (Corps of Engineers) 
regarding historical ocean wave heights. 
-Quirollo and Jow attended the spring meeting of the 
Fisherman's Marketing Association at Eureka. 
-Carlisle met with Mr. Harris of Scripps to discuss 
sand transport control experiments--Long Beach. 
- Kaneen and staff met with Fullerton, Leiby, Green-
hood and Radovich regarding MRR-ORB reorganization--
Long Beach. 
-Kaneen and staff met with NMFS representatives to 
discuss Federal sportfish activites--Long Beach. 
-Hardwick and Spratt discussed squid capture methods 
with Richard Allen, a gear specialist from the 
University of Rhode Island. 
-Miller met with Margaret Owings and Judson Vandevere 
regarding project data pertaining to sea otter 
foraging. An open and candid discussion on mutual 
problems cleared some differences of opinion. 
-Odemar met with conservation education personnel--
Sacramento. 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 18 
April 19 
April 19 
April 19 
April 19 
April 21 
April 23-26 
April 26 
April 26 
April 28 
April 29-30 
B. Personnel 
March 1 
- l..:s -
-Odemar attended SWRCB hearing--Sacramento. 
-John Duffy and Dan Gotshall attended a diving 
safety board meeting at Oxnard. 
-Miller participated in a one-half hour program on 
station El1ST-TV with Judson Vandevere regarding 
sea otter and sport fishing problems. 
-Frey met with Doug Martin in Sacramento to discuss 
publications. 
-Frey, Spratt, and Ally met with Tom Thompson, 
Gilbert Voss, and Jay Christofferson at the Moss 
Landing Marine Laboratories to discuss squid 
studies under a Sea Grant Proposal. 
-Frey, Tom Thompson (Moss Landing Marine Laboratories) 
met with Bricky Corvella, Monterey Fishermens 
Union, to discuss the Monterey squid fishery. 
-Carlisle met with Leiby, Hart, Enig and Kirks of 
State Lands to discuss the Santa Monica Bay 
artificial reef, Sacramento. 
-Quirollo and Warner attended Senator Tunney's 
hearing on the 200-mile fishing limit in Eureka. 
-Hardwick assisted the Santa Cruz Angling and Hunt-
ing Club in the installation of an artificial 
reef at Santa Cruz Municipal Wharf. 
-Gotshall participated in the Second International 
Conference on Underwater Parks and Reserves at 
Asilomar. 
-The OPHIODON was used as an escort vessel during 
the Underwater Parks Board dive in Carmel Bay. 
-Frey met with Al Petrovich and Fritz Cramer to 
discuss a Bartlett Bill proposal. 
-John Duffy and Richard Dixon attended the NAUI 
Equipment Seminar. 
-Clemens and Hooker attended a meeting in San Diego 
concerning albacore research and management. 
-Peter T. Phillips, Junior Aquatic Biologist, 
Environmental Service's, Long Beach, promoted to 
Assistant Water Quality Biologist. 
March 1 
March 1 
March 1 
March 1 
March 1 
March 1 
March 1 
March 1 
March 1 
March 1 
March 1 
March 1 
March 29 
April 1 
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-David H. Thomas, Junior Aquatic Biologist, Bottom-
fisheries, Menlo Park, promoted to Assistant 
Marine Biologist. 
-Therese L. Hoban, Junior Aquatic Biologist, Coastal 
Fisheries, Long Beach, promoted to Assistant 
Marine Biologist. 
-David S. Ono, Junior Aquatic Biologist, Coastal 
Fisheries, Long Beach, promoted to Assistant 
Marine Biologist. 
-Brian Quelvog, Junior Aquatic Biologist, Big Game 
Fisheries, Long Beach, promoted to Assistant 
Marine Biologist. 
-Donald L. Schultz, Junior Aquatic Biologist, Big 
Game Fisheries, Long Beach, promoted to Assistant 
Marine Biologist. 
-Vickie L. Wine, Junior Aquatic Biologist, Pelagic 
Fisheries, Long Beach, promoted to Assistant Marine 
Biologist. 
-Joseph R. R. Ally, Junior Aquatic Biologist, Pelagic 
Fisheries, Long Beach, promoted to Assistant Marine 
Biologist. 
-Robert D. McAllister, Junior Aquatic Biologist, 
Marine Fisheries Statistics, Long Beach, promoted 
to Assistant Marine Biologist. 
-James Houk, Junior Aquatic Biologist, Central 
California Marine Sportfish Survey, Monterey, pro-
moted to Assistant Marine Biologist. 
-Eugene Fleming, Junior Aquatic Biologist, Fisheries 
Resources Sea Survey, Long Beach, promoted to 
Assistant Marine Biologist. 
-David Parker, Junior Aquatic Biologist, Fisheries 
Resources Sea Survey, Long Beach, promoted to 
Assistant Marine Biologist. 
-Phillip Lehtonen, Junior Aquatic Biologist, Pelagic 
Fisheries, Long Beach, transferred from Fisheries 
Resources Sea Survey. 
-Doyle E. Gates, Regional Manager, Administration, 
Marine Resources Region, Long Beach, resigned. 
-Richard Klingbeil, Junior Aquatic Biologist, 
Fisheries Resources Sea Survey, Long Beach, promoted 
to Assistant Marine Biologist. 
April 1 
April 1 
April 1 
April 1 
April 1 
April 1 
April 1 
April 1 
April 3 
April 8 
April 8 
April 15 
April 15 
April 15 
- L'J -
-James Brabenec, Tabulating Machine Operator, 
Marine Fisheries Statistics, Long Beach, appointed. 
-Clifford Willis, Fish and Game Warden, Marine 
Patrol, Monterey, transferred to Region 3. 
-Kenneth Boettcher, Fish and Game Warden, Marine 
Patrol, Morro Bay, transferred to Monterey. 
-Marigene Fauber, Stenographer II, Marine Patrol, 
Long Beach, title and class change to Stenographer. 
-Paula Riley, Stenographer II, Marine Fisheries 
Statistics, Long Beach, title and class change to 
Stenographer. 
-Nancy Wright, Stenographer II, Marine Technical 
Information Center, Long Beach, title and class 
change to Stenographer. 
-Nadine Wright, Stenographer II, Administration, 
Menlo Park, title and class change to Stenographer. 
-Margaret Hughes, Stenographer II, Ecological Study, 
Mendocino - Monterey, title and class change to 
Stenographer. 
-Susan I. Perrin, Clerk Typist I, Marine Fisheries 
Statistics, Long Beach, transferred from Region 5. 
-Corinne W. Clarke, Clerk Typist II, Mariculture Re-
search & Development, Monterey (Granite Canyon) 
appointed. 
-Gail Campbell, Junior Aquatic Biologist, Big Game 
Fish, Long Beach, transferred to Region 2. 
-Glenn Black, Junior Aquatic Biologist, Big Game 
Fisheries, Long Beach, appointed. 
-Alison Skinner, Clerk Typist II, Administration, 
Long Beach, appointed. 
-Gregory Houghton, Fish and Game Warden, Marine 
Patrol, Long Beach, appointed. 
Robert G. Kaneen 
Regional Manager 
MRR--LB/200 
5-3-74/cc 
Report for Month of April.1974 
A. ARREST REPORT 
Number of persons arrested as compared to same periods last year: 
442 315 
Same Month Last Year Current Month 
1048· 927 
Total Arrests Same Period Last Year Total Arrests This Year 
Remarks - To explain any marked changes ·in above totals 
Fines paid..................... $10,062.50 $12,430.33 
Same Honth Last Year Current Month 
Total fines to date............ $27,482.50 $42,377 • 33 -
Same Period Last Year Same Period This Year 
Remarks - To explain any marked changes in above -totals 
Jail days served ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2_3_0 __ 
Jail days suspended •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 ••• ,. 6_4_3 __ 
Cases Dismissed ••..•.••••.••••••••••••••••• -•••••••••• 1_1 _ 
Cases in which all of fine was suspended ••••••••••••• 2_2 __ 
Juvenile cases turned over to juvenile 
authorities or parents contacted ••••••••••••••••••• __ 
Huriting licenses revoked by court ••••• ~ •••••••••••••• __ 
Hunting. licenses suspended by court~ •••••••_•••••••••• _ 
Sport fishing licenses revoked by court •••••••••••••• __ 
Sport fishing licenses suspended by court•••••••••••• __ 
Summary: Following is the number of violations prosecuted against type of violation. 
Hunting, no license••••••••••• Angling, no license•••••••••••••• 176 
Waterfowl ••••••••••••••••••••• No inland stamp •••••••••••••••••• 
Deer•••••••••••••••••••••••••• Trout •••••••••.•••• ; ••••••••••••• 1 
Pheasant •••••.•••••••••••••••• Striped Bass ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Resident small game••••••••••• 
Doves and pigeons ••••••••••••• 1 
Other inland fish •••••••••••••••• 
Angling more than one rod •••••••• 4 
Moun tain lion ••••• : ••••••••••• Clams and shellfish •••••••••••••• 77 
Bear••••••••.••••••••••••••••• Commercial.abalone••••••••••••••• 12 
Raptors ••••••.•••••••••••••••• Commercial lobster .••••••••••.••• 6 
Loaded gun in car ..••••••.•••• Commercial fish •.•••••••••••••••• 8 
Baited pond shooting •••••••••• .Commercial fish records •••••••••• 3 
/Protected nongame birds, fully 
protectedJ.rare or end.species _ 
Ocean sport-fish .••.•••••••••••••• 
Pollution (5650) (Oil) •.••••••••• 1 
21 
Litter••••••.••••.•••••••••••• II "(Other) ••••••••• 
Publi~ shooting area trespass. 
-Trespass (2016.18) •••••••••••• 1 1601-1602 ••.••••••••••••••••••••• 
Stream obstruction (5948) •••••••• 
1 
Prohibited species •••••••••••• Miscellaneous •••••••••••••••••••• 3 
TOTAL •• . . . . . . . . . . . . 315 
Wildlife Protection Branch Monthly Report - Page 2 
. B. ASSISTANCE TO OTHER LAW rnFORC~lfJiT AGlliCIES 
1.  Number of cases filed by Wildlife Protection officers 
for violation of Penal ov other code sections.................. 0 
2.  Number of cases filed by Wildlife Protection officers 
for city or county ordinances.................................. 0 
3. Number of cases turned over to federal agencies for filing....... 0 
4. Number of cases of assistance to other agencies resulting in 
filing of charges ~not included in 1; 2 s or 3 above) •••••••••••' 0 
5. Number of cases involving felony charges......................... 0 
6.  Section 151 Harbors & Navigation Code __ o 
Total Fines Paid cases 
C. DEER ACCIDENTALLY KILLED 
1. Road kills by motor vehicles o 
2. Kills from other causes (railroads-, canals, dogs, etc.) 
D. HUNTER SAFETY REPORT 
O1. Hours spend on Hunter Safety Training•••••••••••••••••••••••• _ 
2.  Hunter Safety classes attended ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t. O _ 
3.  Hunter Safety instructors contacted•••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 0__ 
4. Hunter Safety instructor applicants interviewed •••••••••••••• ~O _ 
5.  Hunter safety instruct~r training classes conducted •• ~ ••••••• O _ 
a.  Number of instructors attending•••••••••••••••••••••••••• O _ 
6.  Public agencies (law enforcement agencies, recreational 
departments or districts, schools, etc.) contacted about 
Hunter Safety......... ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 
7. Private organizations (service clubs, Boy Scouts, sports-
men clubs, etc.) contacted about Hunter Safety••••••••••••••• O _ 
*8. Expenses charged to Federal Aid W58Hl during report period ••• O _ 
*9. Mileage charged to Federal Aid W58Hl during report period •••• O _ 
*Regional Hunter Safety Coordinator Federal Aid W58Hl Employees 
only. 
10. Narrative report of highlights in Regional Hunter Safety activities. 
(Use space below or additional sheets): 
